
 

 

 

 

 

 

CAPABILITY ENHANCEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES 

 

1. Guidance for Competitive Examinations 

2. Career Counselling 

3. Soft skill development 

4. Remedial coaching 

5. Language lab 

6. Yoga and meditation 

7. Personal Counselling 
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Rationale:  

Students from poor socioeconomic condition and disadvantaged sections are not able to study 

due to lack of reading material and guidance. Hence, institute has started a study centre that 

centres on the students from downtrodden communities and helps them to prepare for various 

competitive examinations after their classroom teaching and seminars hours. Every year 

students’ take benefits from this study centre from first year and second year students.  Study 

Centres is located in the academic building in friendly surroundings.  The objective of the 

centre is to prepare the students to get gainful employment through the MPSC, UPSC, NET, 

SET etc. and providing guidance and specific training to them, so that they can achieve 

excellence in UPSC/ MPSC /NET/SET. The centre has conducted lectures on “how to 

prepare for MPSC, UPSC, NET, and SET” and guided these students for appearing for these 

examinations.  

Focus for the Study centre: 

The focus of the study centre is to provide regular coaching of MPSC, UPSC, NET/SET and 

other civil services examinations. Answering skills, study methods, attitude towards 

preparation, confidence building, motivation, quality reading will be other areas of activities. 

Objective: 

o To create awareness among the youth particularly from the deprived sections of the 

Society about the Civil Services Examinations.  

o To conduct the guidance training about the preparation for competitive examinations 

to the students 

o To provide support with facilities like library, study room, tests, internet etc  

Activities Conducted during last five years:  

o Organising special lectures on preparation for competitive examinations  

o Along with this the Study Centres of the institute will also have the following major 

functions / activities to perform  

Academic Counselling:  

Study Centre of the institute provides an opportunity to the learners for face-to-face 

interaction with teachers, guides, resource persons keeping in view the convenience of 
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learners Counselling sessions. The Study Centre also provides pre-entry counselling to the 

prospective learners.   

Library Services:  

A study centre has provided with relevant reading material, reference books, audio-visual 

aids relevant to the examinations. The study centre arranges to extend these facilities to all 

the learners.  

Information Services:  

The study centre provides the latest information regarding various programmes, course 

material, examinations, counselling, etc. and supply them necessary literature available at the 

Study Centre.  

The details of the activities conducted during last five years are as follows:  
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Academic Year 2013-14 

The institute under its career guidance counselling and competitive examination centre has 

undertaken following activities.  

1. Institute in collaboration with Divya Marathi a newspaper, has organised a seminar on 

Career and its planning on 11th March 2014. A team of resource persons from Divya 

Marathi delivered this seminar.  

2. The lecture was organised on resume preparation by Mr. Pravin Bhambure, a soft skill 

trainer. This lecture was organised on 5th April 2014.  

3. The special lecture was organised on interview skills and group discussion for MSW 

second year students. The lecture was delivered by Prof. Laxamanayya, from IMSCDR.  

 

 Prof. Laxamnayya (IMSCDR) as a resource person for session 

 

Enclosed: Circulars for the academic year 2013-14 
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Academic Year 2014-15 

The institute under its career guidance counselling and competitive examination centre has 

undertaken following activities.  

1. Organized special lecture on ‘Preparation on SET/NET by Mr.Pradeep Jare and 

Mr.Vijay Sansare, Assistant Professor CSRD-ISWR on 08th Feb.2014   

2. The career counselling and Pre placement talk by Mr. Isac singh from Emmanuel 

hospital association, New Delhi was conducted on 22nd November 2014. The session 

was helped students to getting an opportunity in the respective field. Also it helped 

students to find out area of interest and act accordingly for making career in the field 

which they like.  

3. The placement has organised a session on resume preparation. The Fourth session 

about soft skills by Mr. Pravin Bhambure was arranged on 10th March 2015. At the 

end of the sessions students were asked to prepare their resume in order to appear for 

campus placement process.  

4. Another session on interview technique, group discussion and other essential 

requirements for job placements was organised on 21st March 2015. Mr. Laxamnayya 

from IMSCDR was invited as resource person. He spoke about various important 

techniques while appearing for job interviews. He has also discussed the importance 

of one’s behaviour in group discussion and personal interview.  

Enclosed: Circulars for the academic year 2014-15 
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Academic Year 2015-16 

The institute under its career guidance counselling and competitive examination centre has 

undertaken following activities.  

1. Special lecture on ‘Preparation on SET/NET by Mr.Pradeep Jare and Mr.Vijay 

Sansare, Assistant Professor CSRD-ISWR.. They focused on preparation of 

SET/NET, the readings require for cracking the exam. At the end of the session 

question papers were shown and discussion held on it. The session was organized on 

20th Feb.2016.   

2. Organized special lecture on “Social Work Intervention in the area of Peace and 

Conflict” on 12th March 2016 Fr. C.P. Anto, NEISSR, Dimapur, Nagaland.      

3. Mr. Bhambure conducted session about the Interview Techniques and had focus on 

the Personal interviews. Also he discussed about the Body Language, Posture and 

Gesture on 29th March 2016.  

4. Ms.Ratna Yeshwante delivered special lecture on “Career Opportunities after MSW”. 

She gave detailed information of YASHADA and career opportunities in it. Also she 

shared her views on the Training and development sector, where students can make 

their career. This lecture was organized on 20th April 2016.  

 

 

 

Enclosed: Circulars for the academic year 2015-16  
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Academic Year 2016-17 

The institute under its career guidance counselling and competitive examination centre has 

undertaken following activities.  

1. Organized special lecture on ‘Preparation on SET/NET by Mr.Pradeep Jare and 

Mr.Vijay Sansare, Assistant Professor CSRD-ISWR. The special lecture was 

organized on 28th Feb 2017 

2. Organised special session about resume preparation by Mr.Pradeep Jare and Mr. 

Pravin Bhambure on 25th March 2017 

3. Mr.Bhambure conducted session on the Interview Techniques and had focus on the 

Personal interviews on 29th March 2017 

 

 

 

Enclosed: Circulars for the academic year 2016-17  
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Academic Year 2017-18 

The institute under its career guidance counselling and competitive examination centre has 

undertaken following activities.  

1. The session was organized on 29th March 2018 about resume preparation, soft skills 

and interview techniques by Mr. Pravin Bhambure 

2. Special lecture on ‘Preparation about SET/NET by Mr.Pradeep Jare and Mr.Vijay 

Sansare on 03rd April 2018 

3. Under the broad theme of personality development the session was organised on 

“Time Management & Positive Thinking” on 10th Feb.2018. The resource person for 

this programme was Prof. Radhika Mulay, MBS.  

(Photo: Prof. Radhika Mulay conducting a session) 

4. CSRD in collaboration with  Lokamat (daily news paper) have organised  session on  

preparation for job interview and business pitch on 10th February 2018. The session 

was conducted by Mr. Devashish Shedge.   

Photo: Mr. Devashih Shedge is conducting session 
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5. Dr. Rucha Tandulwadkar, Faculty at IMSCDR, Ahmednagar was invited to conduct a 

session ‘Life Skills and Positive Behaviour’ She spoke about SWOT (strengths, 

weakness, opportunities and threats also called as challenges in today’s life). This 

session was conducted on 10th February 2018.  

 

 

 

 

Photo: Dr. Rucha Tandulwadkar conducting the session 

6. Organised a lecture on Competitive Examination and its preparation on 28th 

February 2018. The lecture was delivered by Dr. Mehboob Shaikh, 

Ahmednagar Collage, Ahmednagar.  

 

Enclosed: Circulars for the academic year 2017-18  
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SOFT SKILL AND LANGUAGE TRAINING CLASSES 

2015-16 

Introduction: 

The term soft skills refer to the personal traits, characteristics and competencies that inform to 
how an individual relates to others and is often used as a synonym for people skills or 
interpersonal skills. Soft skills are considered to be a complement to hard skills, which refer to a 
person's knowledge and occupational skills. It had been observed that the students who wish to 
choose Social Work study as a career lack in number of skills and attitudes. The basic reason is 
many of the students come from rural background. Employers look for a balance of hard skills 
and soft skills when making hiring decisions. So, there was a need to upgrade the quality of 
students before they pass out and enter into this profession of social work. 

The soft skill training programme has been introduced since 2015-16 for all the students of first 
year of MSW. The primary motive behind it was to provide them the basic training for 
developing their interpersonal communication skills, motivate them to overcome their 
shortfalls and build confidence to undertake the professional career. Employers also value 
workers with strong communication skills and a strong understanding of company products and 
services. The programme had been made equipped with the content tailor-made for 
professional social worker and to improvise the English language usage as well. Additionally, 
there was emphasis on learning those skills with practical implementation and practice through 
individual or group activities. Individuals can also improve their soft skills through mentoring 
and classes, as well as by simply observing and emulating how others successfully interact with 
peers and handle difficult interpersonal situations. 

Objectives:  

Soft skills are the term used for those skills that are not technical or job-related. The main aim 
of this training programme was to provide basic soft skills to the students of MSW first year to 
develop their communication skills and language proficiency. This programme was also devised 
in such a way that the variety of students from various geographical areas could be brought 
together with basic uniformity in their attitude for professional course of social work. 

Beneficiaries: 

All the students of MSW first year- about 109 



Methodology: 

1. Lecture 
2. Audio-visuals 
3. Group Exercises 
4. Games 
5. Power point presentations 

TOPICS COVERED: 

 Attitude,  
 Communication,  
 Creative thinking,  
 Work ethic,  
 Teamwork,  
 Networking,  
 Decision making,  
 Positivity,  
 Time management,  
 Motivation,  
 Flexibility,  
 Problem-solving,  
 Critical thinking, and  
 Conflict resolution. 

All the students were grouped into batches and one-hour session was conducted per batch on 
four days a week i.e. Monday, Tuesday and Friday, Saturday. 

As students required to interact with local people in fieldwork and write their reports, they 
need language inputs. North-east students are not acquainted with Marathi language so special 
Marathi language classes were organized for them. The training was also provided to enhance 
English and Marathi language. The working usage of language in writing and speaking were 
taught. Practice sessions were organized for students. 

 

                                                                                               Mr. P.A.Bhambure 



SOFT SKILL AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING CLASSES 

2016-17 

Introduction: 

The term soft skills refer to the personal traits, characteristics and competencies that inform to 
how an individual relates to others and is often used as a synonym for people skills or 
interpersonal skills. Soft skills are considered to be a complement to hard skills, which refer to a 
person's knowledge and occupational skills. It had been observed that the students who wish to 
choose Social Work study as a career lack in number of skills and attitudes. The basic reason is 
many of the students come from rural background. Employers look for a balance of hard skills 
and soft skills when making hiring decisions. So, there was a need to upgrade the quality of 
students before they pass out and enter into this profession of social work. 

The soft skill training programme has been introduced since 2015-16 for all the students of first 
year of MSW. The primary motive behind it was to provide them the basic training for 
developing their interpersonal communication skills, motivate them to overcome their 
shortfalls and build confidence to undertake the professional career. Employers also value 
workers with strong communication skills and a strong understanding of company products and 
services. The programme had been made equipped with the content tailor-made for 
professional social worker and to improvise the English language usage as well. Additionally, 
there was emphasis on learning those skills with practical implementation and practice through 
individual or group activities.Individuals can also improve their soft skills through mentoring 
and classes, as well as by simply observing and emulating how others successfully interact with 
peers and handle difficult interpersonal situations. 

Objectives:  

Soft skills is the term used for those skills that are not technical or job-related. The main aim of 
this training programme was to provide basic soft skills to the students of MSW first year to 
develop their communication skills and language proficiency. This programme was also devised 
in such a way that the variety of students from various geographical areas could be brought 
together with basic uniformity in their attitude for professional course of social work. 

Beneficiaries: 

All the students of MSW first year- about 114 

Methodology: 

1. Lecture 



2. Audio-visuals 
3. Group Exercises 
4. Games 
5. Power point presentations 

TOPICS COVERED: 

1. Attitude,  
2. Communication,  
3. Creative thinking,  
4. Work ethic,  
5. Teamwork,  
6. Networking,  
7. Decision making,  
8. Positivity,  
9. Time management,  
10. Motivation,  
11. Flexibility,  
12. Problem-solving,  
13. Critical thinking, and  
14. Conflict resolution. 

All the students were grouped into batches and one-hour session was conducted per batch on 
four days a week i.e. Monday, Tuesday and Friday, Saturday. 

As students required to interact with local people in fieldwork and write their reports, they 
need language inputs. North-east students are not acquainted with Marathi language so special 
Marathi language classes were organized for them. The training was also provided to enhance 
English and Marathi language. The working usage of language in writing and speaking were 
taught. Practice sessions were organized for students. 

 

                                                                                               Mr. P.A.Bhambure 

 

 



SOFT SKILL AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING CLASSES 

2017-18 

Introduction: 

Soft skills are considered to be a complement to hard skills, which refer to a person's 
knowledge and occupational skills. It had been observed that the students who wish to choose 
Social Work study as a career lack in number of skills and attitudes. The basic reason is many of 
the students come from rural background.Employers look for a balance of hard skills and soft 
skills when making hiring decisions. So there was a need to upgrade the quality of students 
before they pass out and enter into this profession of social work. 

The soft skill training programme has been introduced since 2015-16 for all the students of first 
year of MSW. The primary motive behind it was to provide them the basic training for 
developing their interpersonal communication skills, motivate them to overcome their 
shortfalls and build confidence to undertake the professional career. Employers also value 
workers with strong communication skills and a strong understanding of company products and 
services. The programme had been made equipped with the content tailor-made for 
professional social worker and to improvise the English language usage as well. Additionally, 
there was emphasis on learning those skills with practical implementation and practice through 
individual or group activities. 

Objectives:  

The main aim of this training programme was to provide basic soft skills to the students of 
MSW first year to develop their communication skills and language proficiency. This 
programme was also devised in such a way that the variety of students from various 
geographical areas could be brought together with basic uniformity in their attitude for 
professional course of social work. 

Beneficiaries: 

All the students of MSW first year- about 118 

Methodology: 

 Lecture 
 Audio-visuals 
 Group activities 



 Self-learning games 
 Power point presentations 

 

TOPICS COVERED: 

 Communication skills-Reading, writing and listening 
 Confidence building through Positive Thinking 
 Positive Attitude  
 Acceptance Skills 
 Self-Realization 
 Self-Actualization 
 Change Mechanism 
 Ethics and values 
 IQ and EQ 
 Importance of Meditation and self-healing 

All the students were grouped into three batches and one-hour session was conducted per 
batch on four days a week i.e. Monday, Tuesday and Friday, Saturday. 

The training was also provided to enhance English language. The working usage of language in 
writing and speaking were taught. Students were participating into conversational practice 
sessions. 

 

                                                                                               Mr. P.A.Bhambure 







 



SPOKEN ENGLISH LAB 2013-14 

CSRD-ISWR, AHMEDNAGAR 

Introduction: The course in this foreign language aims at imparting to the students the basic 

knowledge of the language through a reading, writing, fundamental grammar   and 

conversation oriented English so as to help them understand and to deepen their confidence in 

fields of their respective jobs. English also has been more or less an associate official 

language of the country.  It is also an International Link Language which enables us to be 

constant rapport with the wider world.  The modern Jobs especially in the field of Social 

Work demands a relatively greater degree of proficiency in both spoken as well as written 

English.  So this course is an attempt to lay a sound foundation of linguistic skills in English 

which would enable the students to develop additional and advanced linguistic skills so that 

theymay be able to cope up with growing demands of the world as far as the career in the 

field of social work is concerned.   

 The syllabus aims at providing learning experience and exposure to language so that 

he/she may develop gradually during the course of time a broad- based conceptual 

understanding of the idiom of English with the help of a vocabulary, grammatical items, basic 

sentence patterns and usages.  Adequate care has been taken while developing the syllabus to 

cater for the rural as well as the urban learners with different competencies. 

The Main Thrusts of communication Lab are: 

1.  To understand spoken English within the structure and vocabulary prescribed. 

2. To speak freely using the vocabulary and sentence patterns with correct 

pronunciation. 

3. To comprehend written text in English within the prescribed vocabulary including 

those which they have been learnt. 

4. To write in simple and correct English reports and other information on various topics 

within the range of their experience. 

5. To acquire the necessary communicative skills required for their day today social 

interaction and express themself effectively.  

The ability should range from the elementary to the higher or refined studies 

in accordance with the attainments expected at different ranges.  Due emphasis will be 

given to writing practice and conversations so that the students will be able to speak 



fluently in public as well as with one to one as well as write the reports, letters, 

applications ,etc. with grammatically correct English. 

Direct Training course : 

  Foundation English 

 Fluent English 

 Presentation Skills 

 Interview Technique 

Training Inputs : 

 Guidance by Experienced Faculty 

 Interactive sentence building drills  

 Group discussion and Presentation 

Course Content: 

Foundation English: 

1. Names of Numbers, days and months 

2.  Time, Seasons and Directions, parts of body and family relationship 

3.  Names of Grocery items, vegetables, fruits, flowers, animals and birds 

4.  Singular, plural and action words 

5.  Giving instructions, fillings forms and challans. 

Sentence Formation: 

1. Introduction to grammar and the parts of speech  

2.  Articles, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions 

3. ‘Be’ forms; positive, affirmative or negative questions 

4.  Wh .question words. 

5.  All tenses, degrees, active and passive voice and direct and indirect speeches. 

Fluency Development: 

1.  Self Introduction and getting to know 

2.  You, Your interests, likes and dislikes 

3.  Talking about places, your professions and your organization 

4.  Activities at home, giving directions and instructions. 

5.  Saying Thank You/apologizing, asking for advice and giving guidance or advice. 



6.  Talking about present, past and future. 

7.  Asking for opinion, giving opinion and making a request 

Interview Technique: 

1.  Giving messages 

2.  Telephone conversation 

3.  General Enquiries 

4.  Job interview/mock interview 

5.  Group discussion and personal interview 

Writing Skill: 

1. Personal information and regarding the profession 

2.  Writing applications and bio- data 

3.  Narration of events, letter writing and message writing 

Duration of the course: 40-60 hours 

Requirements: 

1.  Resource Persons (4), the students will be divided into four groups  

2.  Classrooms (4) 

3.  L.C.D. projector, posters, sketch pens, registers, 

4. Honorarium for the resource person   

Books for Reference. 

(a) English Grammar by Wren and Martin 

 (b)  Enriching your competence in English by A.R. Thorat, B. S. Walke, S.B. Gokhale 

 (c) English for Practical purpose by S.N. Patil, A. R. Thorat and ZeenatMarchant, 

(d)  Developing your English by SudhirGokhale, Brian Robinson and Vanashree Joshi, 

(e)  Varieties of Expressions edited by A.H. Tak, Mohammad Aslam. 

  (f)  Dictionaries. 



Tentative Daily schedule for the Course 

Date Time Sessions Resource Person 

16/7/14 8.30to 10.30 
11 to 1.00 
  
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
 
5.00 
onwards 

Session I. foundation English (combined) 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Singular Plural action words 
(comb) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 
 

 
 

Mr. M. Prakash 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

Suresh 
MugutmalPradeepJare 

Vijay Sansare 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17/7/14 8.30 to 
10.30 
11.00 to 
1.00 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
 
5.00 
onwards 

Session I. Grammar (parts of 
speech)(combined) 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Parts of speech writing 
excersise (comb) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

 

 
 
 
 

Mr. M. Prakash 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

Suresh 
MugutmalPradeepJare 

Vijay Sansare 
 

18/7/14 8.30 to 
10.30 
11. to 1.00 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
 
5.00 
onwards 
 

Session I. Grammar (past tense)(combined) 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Grammar (Present 
Tense)(combined) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  Feed Back 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Mr. M. Prakash 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

Suresh 
MugutmalPradeepJare 

Vijay Sansare 

  



19/7/14 8.30 to 
10.30 
11.00 to 
1.00  
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
 
5.00 
onwards 
 

Session I Grammar (future tense) 
(combined) 
Session II Revision  Group: I 
                                  Group: II 
                                  Group: III 
                                  Group: IV 
Session III  Active passive voice, Articles 
(comb) 
 
 
Session IV Revision Group: I 
                                  Group: II 
                                  Group: III 
                                  Group: IV 
Session V.  Feed Back 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. M. Prakash 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

Suresh 
MugutmalPradeepJare 

Vijay Sansare 

20/7/14 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8.30 to 
10.30 
11.00 to 
1.00 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
 
5.00 
onwards 
 

Session I Self Expression (combined) 
Session II Revision Group: I 
                                 Group: II 
                                 Group: III 
                                 Group: IV  
Session III Narration of places activities 
(Comb) 
Session IV Revision Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V  Feed Back 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Mr. M. Prakash 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

Suresh 
MugutmalPradeepJare 

Vijay Sansare 

21/7/14 8.30 to 
10.30 

 
11.00 to 

1.00 
 
 
 

2.00 to 4.00 
4.00 to 5.00 
 

Session I General inquiries Personal 
Interview (combined) 
Session II Revision  Group: I 
                                  Group: II 
                                  Group: III 
                                  Group: IV 
Session III Revision (combined) 
General Feed Back and Concluding Session 
 

 
 
 

Mr. M. Prakash 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

Suresh 
MugutmalPradeepJare 

Vijay Sansare 

 

 

 



SPOKEN ENGLISH LAB 2014-15 

Introduction: The course in this foreign language aims at imparting to the students the basic 
knowledge of the language through a reading, writing, fundamental grammar   and 
conversation oriented English so as to help them understand and to deepen their confidence in 
fields of their respective jobs. English also has been more or less an associate official 
language of the country.  It is also an International Link Language which enables us to be 
constant rapport with the wider world.  The modern Jobs especially in the field of Social 
Work demands a relatively greater degree of proficiency in both spoken as well as written 
English.  So this course is an attempt to lay a sound foundation of linguistic skills in English 
which would enable the students to develop additional and advanced linguistic skills so that 
they may be able   to cope up with growing demands of the world as far as career is 
concerned.   
 The syllabus aims at providing learning experience and exposure to language so that 
he/she may develop gradually during the course of time a broad- based conceptual 
understanding of the idiom of English with the help of a vocabulary, grammatical items, basic 
sentence patterns and usages.  Adequate care has been taken to cater for the rural as well as 
the urban learners with different competencies. 
 
The Main Thrusts of communication Lab are : 

1. To understand spoken English within the structure and vocabulary prescribed. 
2. To speak freely using the vocabulary and sentence patterns with correct 

pronunciation. 
3. To comprehend written text in English within the prescribed vocabulary including 

those which they have been learnt. 
4. To write in simple and correct English reports and other information on various topics 

within the range of their experience. 
5. To acquire the necessary communicative skills required for their day today social 

interaction and express him or her effectively.  
The ability should range from the elementary to the higher or refined studies 

in accordance with the attainments expected at different ranges.  Due emphasis will be 
given to writing practice and conversations so that the students will be able to speak 
fluently in public as well as with one to one. 

Direct Training course : 
  Foundation English 
 Fluent English 
 Presentation Skills 
 Interview Technique 

Training Inputs : 
  Guidance by Experienced Faculty 
 Interactive sentence building drills  
 Group discussion and Presentation 

Course Content: 
Foundation English : 
1.  Names of Numbers, days and months 
2.  Time, Seasons and Directions, of body and family relationship 
3.  Names of Grocery items, vegetables, fruits, flowers, animals and birds 
4.  Singular, plural and action words 



5.  Giving instructions, fillings forms and challans. 
6.  Writing an applications 
Sentence Formation : 
1. Introduction to grammar and the parts of speech  
2.  Articles, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions 
3. ‘Be’ forms; positive, affirmative or negative questions 
4.  Wh. question words. 
5.  All tenses, degrees, active and passive voice and direct and indirect speeches. 
 
Fluency Development: 
1.  Self-Introduction and getting to know 
2.  You, Your interests, likes and dislikes 
3.  Talking about places, your professions and your organization 
4.  Activities at home, giving directions and instructions. 
5.  Saying Thank You/apologizing, asking for advice and giving guidance or advice. 
6.  Talking about present, past and future. 
7.  Asking for opinion, giving opinion and making a request 
 
Interview Technique: 
1.  Giving messages 
2.  Telephone conversation 
3.  General Enquiries 
4.  Job interview/mock interview 
5.  Group discussion and personal interview 
 
Writing Skill : 
1. Personal information and regarding the profession 
2.   Writing applications and bio- data 
3.  Narration of events, letter writing and message writing 
 
Duration of the course: 70 hours   
 
Starting from 13th May to 22nd May 2015   (10 days inclusive) 
 
Requirements: 
1.  Resource Persons (4),    
2. Conference Hall 
3.  L.C.D. projector, posters, sketch pens, registers, 
4. Honorarium for the resource person  
 

  



Daily schedule 

Date Time Sessions Resource Person 

13/5/15 
To 

22/5/15 

9.00 to 10.30 
 
11 to 1.00 
 
1.00 to 2.00 
 
2.00 to 3.30  
4.00 to 6.00 
 
 

Session I.    (Grammar) 
 
Session II.  (Writing Skill) 
 
Lunch       
 
Session III.   (Presentation) 
 
Session IV.  (conversation) 
 

 
Mr. M. Prakash 

And faculty  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Reference Books: 

1. English Grammar by Wren and Martin     

2. Enriching your competence in English by A.R. Thorat, B. S. Walke, S.B. Gokhale 

3. English for Practical purpose by S.N. Patil, A. R. Thorat and ZeenatMarchant, 

4. Developing your Englesh by SudhirGokhale, Brian Robinson and Vanashree Joshi, 

5. Varieties of Expressions edited by A.H. Tak, Mohammad Aslam.  

 Dictionaries (Oxford advanced and Webster) 

 

 

 

 

  



ENGLISH LAB 2015-16 

Introduction: The modular course in this foreign language aims at imparting to the students 
the basic knowledge of the language through reading, writing, fundamental grammar and 
conversation oriented English so as to help  them understand and to deepen their confidence 
in their respective fields. English also has been more or less an associate official language of 
the country.  It is also an International Link Language which enables us to be in constant 
rapport with the wider world.  The modern Jobs especially in the field of Social Work 
demands a relatively greater degree of proficiency in both spoken as well as written English.  
So this course is an attempt to lay a sound foundation of linguistic skills in English which 
would enable the students to develop additional and advanced linguistic skills so that they 
may be able   to cope up with growing demands of the world as far as career is concerned.   
 The syllabus aims at providing learning experience and exposure to language so that 
he/she may develop gradually during the course of time a broad- based conceptual 
understanding of the idiom of English with the help of a vocabulary, grammatical items, basic 
sentence patterns and usages.  Adequate care has been taken to cater for the rural as well as 
the urban learners with different competencies. 
The Main Thrusts of communication Lab are : 

1. To understand spoken English within the structure and vocabulary prescribed. 
2. To speak freely using the vocabulary and sentence patterns with correct 

pronunciation. 
3. To comprehend written text in English within the prescribed vocabulary including 

those which they have been learnt. 
4. To write in simple and correct English reports and other information on various topics 

within the range of their experience. 
5. To acquire the necessary communicative skills required for their day today social 

interaction and express him or her effectively.  
The ability should range from the elementary to the higher or refined studies 

in accordance with the attainments expected at different ranges.  Due emphasis will be 
given to writing practice and conversations so that the students will be able to speak 
fluently in public as well as with one to one. 

 
Direct Training course: 
  Foundation English and Fluent English 
 Presentation Skills and Interview Technique 

 
Training Inputs: 
 Guidance by Experienced Faculty 
 Interactive sentence building drills  
 Group discussion and Presentation 

 
Course Content: 
Foundation English: 
1.  Names of Numbers, days and months  
2.  Time, Seasons and Directions, of body and family relationship 
3.  Names of Grocery items, vegetables, fruits, flowers, animals and birds 
4.  Singular, plural and action words 
5.  Giving instructions, fillings forms and challans and writing an applications 



Sentence Formation: 
1. Introduction to grammar and the parts of speech  
2.  Articles, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions 
3. ‘Be’ forms; positive, affirmative or negative questions and wh. question words. 
4.  All tenses, degrees, active and passive voice and direct and indirect speeches. 
 
Fluency Development: 
1.  Self-Introduction and getting to know you, your interests, likes and dislikes 
2.  Talking about places, your professions and your organization 
3.  Activities at home, giving directions and instructions. 
4.  Saying Thank You/apologizing, asking for advice and giving guidance or advice. 
5.  Talking about present, past and future. 
6.  Asking for opinion, giving opinion and making a request 
 
Interview Technique: 
1.  Giving messages and telephone conversation 
2.  General Enquiries 
3.  Job interview/mock interview, group discussion and personal interview 
 
Writing Skill: 
1. Personal information and regarding the profession 
2.   Writing applications and bio- data 
3.  Narration of events, letter writing and message writing 
 
Duration of the course: 42 hours   
Starting from 27th  July to 1st Aug. 2016   (6 days inclusive) 
Requirements: 
1.  Resource Persons (3) from outside and 5 faculty   
2. Auditorium for inaugural programme and four classroom for English Exercises and 
conference hall (For Marathi)  
4. Three bouquets and Honorarium for the resource person   
5.   Books.   (A) English Grammar by Wren and Martin (b)  Enriching your competence in 
English by A.R. Thorat, B. S. Walke, S.B. Gokhale (c) English for Practical purpose by S.N. 
Patil, A. R. Thorat and ZeenatMarchant, (d)  Developing your English by SudhirGokhale, 
Brian Robinson and Vanashree Joshi, e.  Varieties of Expressions edited by A.H. Tak, 
Mohammad Aslam.Dictionaries. 

 

 

 

  



Inaugural of Communication Skill Lab  

Venue: Auditorium                       Time: 9.00 am 

27th July 1st Aug.  2016 

Programme  Time  

  Introduction  
 Welcome and felicitation of the 

resource person  
 Need for communication lab 
 Address by the Director   
 Vote of thanks  

 

Suresh Mugutmal 
Director  
 
Fr. Suresh Sathe&Shilaja Sharma  
Director  
Programme Coordinator  

9.00 am 
9.05 am 

 
9.10 am 
9.30 am  
9.30 am  

Daily schedule 

Date Time                           Sessions Resource Person 
27/7/16 9.30 to 10.30 and 

11.00 to 12.00 
12 to 1.00 
  
 
 
2.00 to 4.00  
 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

Session I. foundation English (combined) 
 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Singular Plural action words 
(comb) 
 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
Ms. Christi Birru 

 
 

Faculty 
 
 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
Ms. Christi Birru 

 
 Faculty  

 
 
 
 

28/7/16 8.30 to 10.30 
11.00 to 1.00 
 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

Session I. Grammar (parts of 
speech)(combined) 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Parts of speech writing exercise 
(comb)  
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

 
Fr. Sathe 

 
Faculty 

 
 

  



29/7/16 8.30 to 10.30 
 
11. to 1.00 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

Session I. Grammar (past tense)(combined) 
 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Grammar (Present 
Tense)(combined) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  Feed Back 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
Ms. Christi B. 
 
 
Faculty  

30/7/16 8.30 to 10.30 
11.00 to 1.00  
 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 
 

Session I Grammar (future tense) 
(combined) 
Session II Revision  Group: I 
                                  Group: II 
                                  Group: III 
                                  Group: IV 
Session III  Active passive voice, Articles 
(comb) 
Session IV Revision Group: I 
                                  Group: II 
                                  Group: III 
                                  Group: IV 
Session V.  Feed Back 

Fr. Sathe 
 
 
 

Faculty  

31/7/16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1/8/16 
 

8.30 to 10.30 
11.00 to 1.00 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards  
   8.30 to 10.30 

 
11.00 to 1.00 

 
 
 

2.00 to 4.00 
4.00 to 5.00 

Session I Self Expression (combined) 
Session II Revision Group: I 
                                 Group: II 
                                 Group: III 
                                 Group: IV  
Session III Narration of places activities 
(Comb) 
Session IV Revision Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
 Session V  Feed Back 
Session I General inquiries Personal 
Interview (combined) 
Session II Revision  Group: I 
                                  Group: II 
                                  Group: III 
                                  Group: IV 
Session III Revision (combined) 
General Feed Back and Concluding Session 

Fr. Sathe 
 
 

Faculty  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fr. Sathe 
 
 
 

Faculty  

 

 



SPOKEN ENGLISH LAB 2016-17 

Introduction: The course in this foreign language aims at imparting to the students the basic 
knowledge of the language through a reading, writing, fundamental grammar   and 
conversation oriented English so as to help them understand and to deepen their confidence in 
fields of their respective jobs. English also has been more or less an associate official 
language of the country.  It is also an International Link Language which enables us to be 
constant rapport with the wider world.  The modern Jobs especially in the field of Social 
Work demands a relatively greater degree of proficiency in both spoken as well as written 
English.  So this course is an attempt to lay a sound foundation of linguistic skills in English 
which would enable the students to develop additional and advanced linguistic skills so that 
they may be able   to cope up with growing demands of the world as far as career is 
concerned.   
 The syllabus aims at providing learning experience and exposure to language so that 
he/she may develop gradually during the course of time a broad- based conceptual 
understanding of the idiom of English with the help of a vocabulary, grammatical items, basic 
sentence patterns and usages.  Adequate care has been taken to cater for the rural as well as 
the urban learners with different competencies. 
 
The Main Thrusts of communication Lab are : 

1. To understand spoken English within the structure and vocabulary prescribed. 
2. To speak freely using the vocabulary and sentence patterns with correct 

pronunciation. 
3. To comprehend written text in English within the prescribed vocabulary including 

those which they have been learnt. 
4. To write in simple and correct English reports and other information on various topics 

within the range of their experience. 
5. To acquire the necessary communicative skills required for their day today social 

interaction and express him or her effectively.  
The ability should range from the elementary to the higher or refined studies in 
accordance with the attainments expected at different ranges.  Due emphasis will be 
given to writing practice and conversations so that the students will be able to speak 
fluently in public as well as with one to one. 
 

Direct Training course : 
  Foundation English 
 Fluent English 
 Presentation Skills 
 Interview Technique 

 
Training Inputs : 

  Guidance by Experienced Faculty 
 Interactive sentence building drills  
 Group discussion and Presentation 

  



Course Content: 
Foundation English: 
1.  Names of Numbers, days and months 
2.  Time, Seasons and Directions, of body and family relationship 
3.  Names of Grocery items, vegetables, fruits, flowers, animals and birds 
4.  Singular, plural and action words 
5.  Giving instructions, fillings forms and challans. 
6.  Writing an applications 
Sentence Formation : 
1. Introduction to grammar and the parts of speech  
2.  Articles, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions 
3. ‘Be’ forms; positive, affirmative or negative questions 
4.  Wh. question words. 
5.  All tenses, degrees, active and passive voice and direct and indirect speeches. 
Fluency Development: 
1.  Self-Introduction and getting to know 
2.  You, Your interests, likes and dislikes 
3.  Talking about places, your professions and your organization 
4.  Activities at home, giving directions and instructions. 
5.  Saying Thank You/apologizing, asking for advice and giving guidance or advice. 
6.  Talking about present, past and future. 
7.  Asking for opinion, giving opinion and making a request 
Interview Technique: 
1.  Giving messages 
2.  Telephone conversation 
3.  General Enquiries 
4.  Job interview/mock interview 
5.  Group discussion and personal interview 
Writing Skill : 
1. Personal information and regarding the profession 
2.   Writing applications and bio- data 
3.  Narration of events, letter writing and message writing 
Duration of the course: 70 hours   
Starting from 24thJuly to 2nd Aug. 2017   (10 days inclusive) 
Requirements: 
1.  Resource Persons (4),    
2. Conference Hall 
3.  L.C.D. projector, posters, sketch pens, registers, 
4. Honorarium for the resource person  
 

Daily schedule 
Date Time Sessions Resource Person 

24/7/17 
To 

2/8/17 

9.00 to 10.30 
 
11 to 1.00 
1.00 to 2.00 
2.00 to 3.30  
4.00 to 6.00 

Session I.    (Grammar) 
Session II.  (Writing Skill) 
 
Lunch       
Session III.   (Presentation) 
Session IV.  (conversation) 

 
Fr. Suresh Sathe and 

faculty 
 
 
 

 
  



Reference Books: 
6. English Grammar by Wren and Martin     
7. Enriching your competence in English by A.R. Thorat, B. S. Walke, S.B. Gokhale 
8. English for Practical purpose by S.N. Patil, A. R. Thorat and ZeenatMarchant, 
9. Developing your Englesh by SudhirGokhale, Brian Robinson and Vanashree Joshi, 
10. Varieties of Expressions edited by A.H. Tak, Mohammad Aslam.  

 Dictionaries (Oxford advanced and Webster) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SPOKEN ENGLISH LAB 2017-18 
Introduction: The modular course in this foreign language aims at imparting to the students 
the basic knowledge of the language through reading, writing, fundamental grammar and 
conversation oriented English so as to help  them understand and to deepen their confidence 
in their respective fields. English also has been more or less an associate official language of 
the country.  It is also an International Link Language which enables us to be in constant 
rapport with the wider world.  The modern Jobs especially in the field of Social Work 
demands a relatively greater degree of proficiency in both spoken as well as written English.  
So this course is an attempt to lay a sound foundation of linguistic skills in English which 
would enable the students to develop additional and advanced linguistic skills so that they 
may be able   to cope up with growing demands of the world as far as career is concerned.   
 The syllabus aims at providing learning experience and exposure to language so that 
he/she may develop gradually during the course of time a broad- based conceptual 
understanding of the idiom of English with the help of a vocabulary, grammatical items, basic 
sentence patterns and usages.  Adequate care has been taken to cater for the rural as well as 
the urban learners with different competencies. 
The Main Thrusts of communication Lab are: 

11.  To understand spoken English within the structure and vocabulary prescribed. 
12. To speak freely using the vocabulary and sentence patterns with correct 

pronunciation. 
13. To comprehend written text in English within the prescribed vocabulary including 

those which they have been learnt. 
14. To write in simple and correct English reports and other information on various topics 

within the range of their experience. 
15. To acquire the necessary communicative skills required for their day today social 

interaction and express him or her effectively.  
The ability should range from the elementary to the higher or refined studies 

in accordance with the attainments expected at different ranges.  Due emphasis will be 
given to writing practice and conversations so that the students will be able to speak 
fluently in public as well as with one to one. 

Direct Training course: 
  Foundation English and Fluent English 
 Presentation Skills and Interview Technique 

Training Inputs: 
 Guidance by Experienced Faculty 
 Interactive sentence building drills  
 Group discussion and Presentation 

Course Content: 
Foundation English: 
1.  Names of Numbers, days and months  
2.  Time, Seasons and Directions, of body and family relationship 
3.  Names of Grocery items, vegetables, fruits, flowers, animals and birds 
4.  Singular, plural and action words 
5.  Giving instructions, fillings forms and challans and writing an applications 
Sentence Formation: 
1. Introduction to grammar and the parts of speech  
2.  Articles, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions 
3. ‘Be’ forms; positive, affirmative or negative questions and wh. question words. 
4.  All tenses, degrees, active and passive voice and direct and indirect speeches. 
Fluency Development: 



1.  Self-Introduction and getting to know you, your interests, likes and dislikes 
2.  Talking about places, your professions and your organization 
3.  Activities at home, giving directions and instructions. 
4.  Saying Thank You/apologizing, asking for advice and giving guidance or advice. 
5.  Talking about present, past and future. 
6.  Asking for opinion, giving opinion and making a request 
 
Interview Technique: 
1.  Giving messages and telephone conversation 
2.  General Enquiries 
3.  Job interview/mock interview, group discussion and personal interview 
 
Writing Skill: 
1. Personal information and regarding the profession 
2.   Writing applications and bio- data 
3.  Narration of events, letter writing and message writing 
 
Duration of the course: 42 hours   
Starting from 24th  July to 2nd Aug. 2018   (6 days inclusive) 
Requirements: 
1.  Resource Persons (3) from outside and 5 faculty   
2. Auditorium for inaugural programme and four classroom for English Exercises and 
conference hall (For Marathi)  
4. Three bouquets and Honorarium for the resource person   
5.   Books.   (A) English Grammar by Wren and Martin (b)  Enriching your competence in 
English by A.R. Thorat, B. S. Walke, S.B. Gokhale (c) English for Practical purpose by S.N. 
Patil, A. R. Thorat and ZeenatMarchant, (d)  Developing your English by SudhirGokhale, 
Brian Robinson and Vanashree Joshi, e.  Varieties of Expressions edited by A.H. Tak, 
Mohammad Aslam.Dictionaries. 
 
 
 

Daily schedule 
Date Time                           Sessions Resource Person 

24/7/18 9.30 to 10.30 and 
11.00 to 12.00 
12 to 1.00 
  
 
 
2.00 to 4.00  
 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

Session I. foundation English (combined) 
 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Singular Plural action words 
(comb) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
 
 

And Faculty 
 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
And Faculty  

 
 
 
 

25/7/18 8.30 to 10.30 
11.00 to 1.00 
 

Session I. Grammar (parts of 
speech)(combined) 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 

 
Fr. Sathe 

 



 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Parts of speech writing exercise 
(comb)  
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

And Faculty 
 
 

26/7/16 8.30 to 10.30 
 
11. to 1.00 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

Session I. Grammar (past tense)(combined) 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Grammar (Present 
Tense)(combined) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  Feed Back 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
And  
 
Faculty  

27/7/16 8.30 to 10.30 
11.00 to 1.00  
 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
5.00 onwards 
 

Session I Grammar (future tense) 
(combined) 
Session II Revision  Group: I 
                                  Group: II 
                                  Group: III 
                                  Group: IV 
Session III  Active passive voice, Articles 
(comb) 
Session IV Revision Group: I 
                                  Group: II 
                                  Group: III 
                                  Group: IV 
Session V.  Feed Back 

Fr. Sathe 
And  

 
 
 

Faculty  

28/7/16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

29/8/16 

8.30 to 10.30 
11.00 to 1.00 
 
 
 
2.00 to 4.00 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards  
 
 
8.30 to 10.30 

 

Session I Self Expression (combined) 
Session II Revision Group: I 
                                 Group: II 
                                 Group: III 
                                 Group: IV  
Session III Narration of places activities 
(Comb) 
Session IV Revision Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
 Session V  Feed Back 
 
Session I General inquiries Personal 
Interview (combined) 

Fr. Sathe 
And  

 
 

Faculty  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
11.00 to 1.00 

 
 
 

2.00 to 4.00 
4.00 to 5.00 

 
Session II Revision  Group: I 
                                  Group: II 
                                  Group: III 
                                  Group: IV 
Session III Revision (combined) 
General Feed Back and Concluding Session 

Fr. Sathe 
And  

 
 
 

Faculty  

24/7/18 9.30 to 10.30 and 
11.00 to 12.00 
12 to 1.00 
  
 
 
2.00 to 4.00  
 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

Session I. foundation English (combined) 
 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Singular Plural action words 
(comb) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
And  

 
 

Faculty 
 
 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
Faculty  

 
 
 
 

30/7/18 9.30 to 10.30 and 
11.00 to 12.00 
12 to 1.00 
  
 
 
2.00 to 4.00  
 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

Session I. foundation English (combined) 
 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Singular Plural action words 
(comb) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
And  

 
Faculty 

 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

And Faculty  
 
 
 
 

31/7/18 9.30 to 10.30 and 
11.00 to 12.00 
12 to 1.00 
  
 
 
2.00 to 4.00  
 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

Session I. foundation English (combined) 
 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Singular Plural action words 
(comb) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
And  

 
Faculty 

 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

And Faculty  
 
 
 
 

01/8/18 9.30 to 10.30 and 
11.00 to 12.00 
12 to 1.00 
  

Session I. foundation English (combined) 
 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
And  

 
Faculty 



 
 
2.00 to 4.00  
 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Singular Plural action words 
(comb) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

And Faculty  
 
 
 
 

2/8/18 9.30 to 10.30 and 
11.00 to 12.00 
12 to 1.00 
  
 
 
2.00 to 4.00  
 
 
4.00 to 5.00 
 
 
5.00 onwards 

Session I. foundation English (combined) 
 
Session II. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session III. Singular Plural action words 
(comb) 
Session IV. Revision  Group: I 
                                   Group: II 
                                   Group: III 
                                   Group: IV 
Session V.  feed Back 

Fr. Suresh Sathe 
And  

 
Faculty 

 
Fr. Suresh Sathe 

And Faculty  
 
 
 
 

 



Remedial Coaching for MSW/MAMR Students 

Every year the institute organizes remedial coaching classes for MSW and MAMR students.  

Since the students are coming to the institute from diverse academic and cultural background, 

they need to get acclimatized to the academic environment of the institute, culture and 

language of the locality, different types of programme are organized at the institute level.  

These programmes include, induction programme, language lab (Marathi and English).  

Those who do not know Marathi for them Marathi classes and those who do not know 

English for them English classes are organized.  Special coaching is given to SC/ST and 

Minority students at the time of entrance exam.  During the course of time, special sessions 

are organized on report writing.  The purpose of organizing these programmes to bring all 

students to common understanding, platform so that conducive environment is created for 

learning.  

Induction programme:  Every year at the beginning of the academic year, induction 

programmes are organized for the students.  The induction programmes intends to give general 

overview of the academic and co-curricular activities that are organized in the institute.  The 

academic activities include theory papers, field work and research activities which are important 

component of MSW training. On the other hand the institute organizes a number of activities under 

NSS and Student Development office.  The activities such as personality development, awareness 

rally, sensitization programmes, and human right based activities, skill development activities, NSS 

Camp etc.  The general overview of these activities are given so that students are better able to 

acquaint themselves to the culture of the institute.  Through this orientation students were given 

information about the structure of the course, exam pattern, field work and areas of field work.  

During the second year students are expected to do the field work as per their specialization like 

URCD, HRM and FCW.  In accordance with the specialization, experts and field practitioners were 

invited to orient the students so that students could come to know various challenges and problems 

in the field.  The orientation gave them some sort of direction to know the whole year’s activities 

and help develop proper perspective towards social work education.  In view of the orientation 

programme was organized as per the schedule.   

Language sessions: For MSW course, the institute gets students form variety of background.  

Students come from BSW background, science, commerce, arts and even computer science 

background.  Some of them are able to speak English whereas some of them are not.  Since as per 

the Savitribai Phule Pune, university rule, the instruction language for the course is English, students 

find it difficult to cope up with this language initially. In order to bring these students at par with 



standard set by the university and the Institute, special sessions are organized for the students by 

inviting language expert form outside.  On the other hand sessions on this foreign language aims at 

imparting to the students the basic knowledge of the language through a reading, writing, 

fundamental grammar   and conversation oriented English so as to help them understand and 

to deepen their confidence in fields of their respective jobs. English also has been more or 

less an associate official language of the country.  It is also an International Link Language 

which enables us to be constant rapport with the wider world.  The modern Jobs especially in 

the field of Social Work demands a relatively greater degree of proficiency in both spoken as 

well as written English.  So the sessions on this course is an attempt to lay a sound foundation 

of linguistic skills in English which would enable the students to develop additional and 

advanced linguistic skills so that theymay be able to cope up with growing demands of the 

world as far as the career in the field of social work is concerned.   

On the other hand we also get students from out of Maharashtra.  These students find it 

difficult to communicate in local language.  As part of MSW course, the students need to go 

for the field work where students should be able to converse at least little bit in local 

language for this purpose sessions in Marathi language are organized for the students who do 

not know Marathi.  So the language course is designed for a week or ten days.  So that 

students learn working Marathi. A separate syllabus is prepared for the course.   

Special Coaching for SC/ST and minority students: Every year the institute organizes 

special coaching for SC/ST and minority students.  The purpose of this coaching is to provide 

equal opportunities to the students of backward community so that they will be able to 

compete with other students and quality the test.  The special training includes conducting 

written test, explaining them how to solve the question and how to prepare for the written test.  

Group discussions are organized.  Topics are given to the students for discussion.  At the end 

of the group discussion, students are given inputs on how to actively and constructively 

participate in group discussion.  The inputs are given in general to all the participant students. 

Some personal interview are also conducted so that students develop confidence and learn 

how to face interview.   

The following schedule is followed for the preadmission coaching;  

 

 



 

 

Pre-ADMISSION COACHING FOR SC/ST AND MINORITY STUDENTS  

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE   

SN Topics Time Resource person 
 

01 Inauguration 
 Introduction about the pre 
admission Coaching 

10.00 to 10.30 All Faculty 
 
 

02 About the Institute 10.30 to 11.00 Director  
03 Social Work Profession and Career 

Opportunity 
11.00 to 11.30 Faculty of the Institute  

04 Entrance and Admission Process 11.30 to 12.00 Convener of the Entrance Exam 
05 Written Test 12.00 to 1.00 Faculty  
06 Group Discussion (demonstration) 2.00 to 3.00 Group A (Mr. Suresh Mugutmal  

Group B (Mrs. S.J. Divekar 
Group C (Mr. Vijay Sansare 

07 Mock Interview/personal interview 3.00 to 4.00 pm Faculty  
 

Tentative Schedule of the orientation programme MSW II 

Time Topic Resource Person 

 Directors Address  
 (Both First and Second year students together) 
 Time: 9.30- 10.30 am  

10.30 - 11.30 am. General orientation about IV semester  Suresh Mugutmal  

11.30 - 12.00  Tea Break   

12.00  -1.00 am Research Stock taking and Guidance   Dr. Jaimon Varghese  

Research Work 

9.30  - 11.30 am Orientation to optional courses: 
a. CSR 
b. Natural Resource Management  
c. Disaster Management  
d. Advocacy, Human Rights and 

Social Justice   
e. Dalit and Tribal Social Work  

 
ADZ 
M. Arif 

SKM 

SKM 
 

VS 

11.30  - 12.00  Break  

12.00 - 1.00 pm Orientation to the Subjects  Suresh Mugutmal  



 

Time Topic Resource Person 

 Inaugural  
 Experience Sharing of Summer placement/Holiday 
 Ice-breaking session with First Year 

9.00 - 10.30 am. Academic Structure Sem. III Dr. Jaimon Varghese  

10.30 - 11.00 am Tea Break    

11.00  -12.00 am Orientation to optional courses  Mr. Suresh Mugutmal  

12.00-  1.30 pm Understanding MSW Second Year Field 
Work 

Mr. Pradeep Jare 

2.30 -  4.00 pm Becoming a professional Social Worker  Dr. Suresh Pathare  

9.00  - 10.30 am Challenges and competency for 
Community development   

Mr. Marvin Mackwan 

10.30  - 11.00 am Tea Break  

11.00 - 12.00 pm Challenges and issues of community 
Development  

Bro. Alex  

12.00 - 1.30 pm Competency required for Human 
Resource Development  

Mr. pravinBhambure 

2.30 -   4.30 pm Research guidance  Dr. Jaimon Varghese and all 
Faculty  

9.00 - 10.30 am Challenges and competency for 
Community development   

Mr. Marvin Mackwan 

10.30  - 11.00 am Tea Break  

11.00 - 12.00 pm Understanding constitutional Rights and 
legal aid  

Adv. Sagar Gaikwad  
 12.00  -  1.30 pm 

2.30  -   4.30 pm Entrepreneurship Development Training 
and programme   

Mr. RavirajBhalerao 

 

9.00 - 10.30 am Water management and sanitation  Dr. K.K. Kanojia 

10.30  - 11.00 am Tea Break  

11.00 - 12.00 pm Schemes, Programmes and   community 
health intervention 

Dr. U.N. Lolge 

2.30  - 3.30 pm Hostel meeting  Director and Hostel 
wardens  

3.30  -   4.30 pm Meeting with minority students  Director and Faculty  



9.00 – 11.00 am Challenges in development 
communication  

Mr. SudhirLanke 

11.00  - 11.30 am Tea Break  

11.30 to 1.00 pm Feed- back and concluding  Director and faculty  
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REPORT OF YOGA AND MEDITATION 

(Academic Years; 2013-2019) 

Introduction  

Over the last few decades, there has been a rise in the prevalence of yoga in different part of 
the world after witnessing the result for well being and healthy life. Medical professionals 
and celebrities are also adopting and recommending the regular practice of yoga due its 
various physical, mental benefits. While some regard yoga as simply one more prevailing 
fashion and associate it with the new age mysticism, others vouch for how astonishing this 
form of exercise feels. 

Yoga is not a religion; it’s a way of living that aims towards a healthy mind in a healthy 
body. Man is a physical, mental and spiritual being; Yoga helps in developing the balance 
between all the three as stated in Ayurveda. Other forms of exercise, like aerobics, only 
assure physical wellbeing. These exercises have very little to do with the improvement of 
spiritual or astral body.  

It is a technique to bring you into a state where you see and experience reality simply the way 
it is. If you enable your energies to become exuberant and ecstatic, your sensory body 
expands. This enables you to experience the whole universe as a part of yourself, making 
everything one; this is the union that yoga creates.  

The founder of Yoga, Patanjali stated, "Sthiram sukham asanam." It implies that a posture 
that appears to be firm and agreeable is your asana. You may be astounded to know that an 
asana is just a preliminary step into the act of yoga. It is a way that encourages you to achieve 
the greater good. Yoga focuses on idealizing concordance between your mind, body, and 
soul. When you adjust yourself so everything functions brilliantly within you, you will draw 
out the best of your capabilities. 

About Meditation  

Meditation is a practice where an individual uses a technique to focus on their mind on a 
particular object, thought or activity in order to train attention and awareness, and achieve a 
mentally clear and emotionally calm state.  
Meditation has been practiced since antiquity in numerous religious traditions and beliefs, 
often as part of the path toward liberation, awakening and Nirvana. Since the 19th century, it 
has spread from its origins to other cultures where it is commonly practiced in private and 
business life to maintaining well-being. 
Meditation is used with the aim of reducing stress, anxiety, depression, and pain, and 
increasing peace, perception, self concept and well-being.  

Social Work and Yoga, Meditation  

Social work and yoga, meditation is closely associated with each other. The professional 
Social Worker deal with various individuals, groups and communities and they are need of 
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well being and healthy life practices to work and adjust to the circumstances of work 
conditions. Therefore, the institute imparts the sessions to every student of the institute to 
learn the art of living for a healthy life, being calm, discovering the self and improving the 
mental coping systems to deal with people’s aggression, conflict and seeking their 
development.    

Some social workers have started using yoga and meditation to complement traditional 
therapies for years; the social work profession has only recently jumped on the yoga 
bandwagon. Yoga and meditation is beginning to be included in workshops and courses in 
social work educational programs. It provides to social workers the opportunity to learn more 
about the health benefits of these ancient practices. Judging by the increasing demand for 
such courses, yoga and meditation may soon become a more integral part of social work 
practice that helps the social worker to bring the mental stability for better work and healthy 
life style.  

Yoga and Meditation Camps 

The yoga and meditation camps has been organised every for the students during the special 
camps (NSS and Rural). The villager also participates into the yoga and meditation camps. 
The trainer of yoga and meditation are invited for the session for each camp from the local 
organisation. The experts guide students on various exercises of doing it appropriately and its 
impact on body and mind.  

Yoga and Meditation Camp (2013-14) 

A yoga and meditation camp was organised 
in Bahirwadi village of Ahmednagar block 

during the NSS camp. The camp was 
organised from 3 – 9 Dec. 2013. Mr. K K 
Kanojia has the trainer of yoga and 

meditation the session in the morning from 6.00am to 7.30am for all the camp days. 
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Yoga and Meditation Camp (2014-15) 

A yoga and meditation camp was organised in 
Babhurdibend village of Ahmednagar block 
during the NSS camp. The camp was 
organised in Babhurdibend, Village from 27 Nov. 

- 03 Dec. 2014.  

Mr. Avinash Tokal and his team led the group 
for yoga and meditation. The session were 

organised in the morning from 6.15am to 7.30am for all the camp days. 

Yoga and Meditation Camp (2015-16) 

A yoga and meditation camp was organised in Babhurdibend village of Ahmednagar block 
during the NSS camp. The camp was organised in Babhurdibend, Village Yoga Camp (04 -10, 
Oct. 2015) Mr. Avinash Tokal and his team led the group for yoga and meditation. The 
session were organised in the morning from 6.15am to 7.30am for all the camp days. 

Yoga and Meditation Camp (2016-17) 

 

A yoga and meditation camp was 
organised in Babhurdibend village of 
Ahmednagar block during the NSS 
camp. The camp was organised in 
Babhurdibend, Village Yoga Camp (06 -12, 
Dec. 2016) 
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Mr. Avinash Tokal and his team led the group 
for yoga and meditation. The session were 
organised in the morning from 6.15am to 
7.30am for all the camp days. 

 

 

 

 

Yoga and Meditation Camp (2017-18) 

A yoga and meditation camp was organised in 
Dongargan village of Ahmednagar block during 
the NSS camp. The camp was organised in 
Dongargan, Village Yoga Camp (05 – 11, Dec. 
2017).  

Mr. K K Kanojia and his team led the 
group for yoga and meditation. The 
session were organised in the morning 
from 6.30am to 7.45am for all the camp 
days.  

Conclusions;  

The students and villagers participate in the yoga sessions. The sessions are organised in the 
village hall which is centralised for the participants and accessible. The students get 
benefitted from the training and they continue practicing it in the institution meditation and 
yoga hall after the training. They also perform in the villages and at their home. It becomes a 
life time style for them and keeping them healthy.   

 



  



 

  



  



  



 



 


